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Section 1: Introduction 

ExpJoring persuasive writing through alternative texts is an important concept for 
students to understand. The alternative texts displayed in this unit have real-world implications, 
and students will be able to apply the skills they acquire during this unit to future careers. 
Students will learn how to write persuasively. Argumentative writing, a component of persuasive 
writing, is important to teach. Students should be able to identify, recognize, and share their 
voice wjth others. Students should be able to create an argument which can be supported wjth 
evidence/reasoning. Through exploration, students will recognize advertisements as a form of 
persuasjve writing (although not traditionally seen as persuasive writing). Students will be able 
to bring in real-world connections found in their everyday Jives which will help them complete 
the ultimate goal of creating their own advertisements. 

Section 2: Community, School, and Classroom 
Greeley-Evans School District 6 (WCSD6) currently has twenty-seven district operated 

schools and six charter schools. Greeley is home to 103,990 residents and families of all socio
economic statuses. 21,938 of these residents are WCSD6 students. It is estimated 65% of 
students receive free or reduced lunches. Greeley also welcomes refugees from Somalia, Burma, 
Myanmar, Thailand, and many, many more. They come speaking over seventy-eight different 
languages, and they bring these languages into our classrooms. Approximately 25% of students 
in WCSD6 are English Language Learners (ELLs). 

WCSD6 employees celebrate the passing of ballot measure 3A, the mill levy override. 
With plans to improve, the district and community of Greeley works hard to ensure the 
graduation and success of all students. Here, students are priority number one. 

"Embracing Diversity." Embracing Diversity I District 6 Demographics, 
www.greeleyschools.org/Page/12700. 

University Schools is a K-12 charter school affiliated with WCSD6. University 
Elementary School educates a population of 114 students in fourth grade alone. The school 
provides no bussing to and from school, so guardians are required to have sufficient modes of 
transportation. Due to the requirement of transportation, the socio-economic status tends to be 
high than that of other WCSD6 public schools. 

There are twenty-three students in room 1326 with Carrie Flores as their fourth-grade 
teacher. The class is pretty evenly split with twelve boys, eleven girls, one turtle, and three fish. 
Approximately 57% of students identify as Caucasian and 43% of students identify as a 
minority. Two students classify as Gifted and Talented. Seven students require response to 
intervention (RTI), and of those seven students, six were placed on a University Literacy Plan 
(ULP). As the year progressed and students showed promising progression, they were eligible to 
be taken off of their ULP. 

The classroom is set up to allow flexible seating among the five table clusters. Carrie 
Flores has provided wobble chairs, scoop chairs, yoga balls, office chairs, and padded kitchen 
chairs for students to sit. Students are able to sit wherever they choose as long as they are abiding 
by the flexible seating rules laid out by the classroom. There is a 2: 1 Chromebook to student 
ratio as we share with the class next door. 





Section 3: Meeting the Colorado Model Content Standards 

The list of standards and objectives below will be met during this unit. All standards align 
with the Colorado State Department of Education's requirements for fourth-grade students. 

Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 
Standard: 3. Writing and Composition 1. The recursive writing process is used to create a variety 
of literary genres for an intended audience 
Evidence Outcomes: Students can 

a. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and
information. (CCSS: W.4.1)

1. Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an
organizational structure in which related ideas are grouped to support the
writer's purpose. (CCSS: W.4. l a)

11. Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details. (CCSS: W.4. lb)

Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 
Standard: 3. Writing and Composition 2. Informational and persuasive texts use the recursive 
writing process 
Evidence Outcomes: Students can 

a. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and
information clearly. (CCSS: W.4.2)

1. Introduce a topic clearly and group related information in paragraphs
and sections; include formatting (e.g., headings), illustrations, and
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension. (CCSS: W.4.2a)



11. Choose planning strategies to support text structure and intended
outcome

m. Identify a text structure appropriate to purpose (sequence, chronology,
description, explanation, comparison-and-contrast

1v. Organize relevant ideas and details to convey a central idea or prove a 
point 

v. Develop the topic with facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations,
or other information and examples related to the topic. (CCSS:
W.4.2b)

v1. Link ideas within categories of information using words and phrases 
(e.g., another, for example, also, because). (CCSS: W.4.2c) 

vu. Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about 
or explain the topic. (CCSS: W.4 .2d) viii. Provide a concluding 
statement or section related to the information or explanation 
presented. (CCSS: W. 4.2e) 

Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 
Standard: 3. Writing and Composition 3. Correct sentence formation, grammar, punctuation, 
capitalization, and spelling are applied to make the meaning clear to the reader 
Evidence Outcomes: Students can 

a. Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development and organization are
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. (CCSS: W.4.4)

b. With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as
needed by planning, revising, and editing. (CCSS: W.4.5)

c. With some guidance and support from adults, use technology, including the Internet, to
produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate with others;
demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of one page in
a single sitting. (CCSS: W.4.6)

d. Use correct format (indenting paragraphs, parts of a letter, poem, etc.) for intended
purpose

e. Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or
listening. (CCSS: L.4.3)

1. Choose words and phrases to convey ideas precisely. (CCSS: L.4.3a)
11. Choose punctuation for effect. (CCSS: L.4.3b)
m. Differentiate between contexts that call for formal English (e.g.,

presenting ideas) and situations where informal discourse is
appropriate (e.g., small-group discussion). (CCSS: L.4.3c)

f. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking. (CCSS: L.4.1)

1. Use relative pronouns (who, whose, whom, which, that) and relative
adverbs (where, when, why). (CCSS: L.4 . la)

u. Form and use the progressive (e.g., I was walking; I am walking; I will be
walking) verb tenses. (CCSS: L.4.lb)

111. Use modal auxiliaries (e.g., can, may, must) to convey various conditions.
(CCSS: L. 4.1 c)



1v. Order adjectives within sentences according to conventional patterns (e.g., 
a small red bag rather tha:n a red small bag). (CCSS: L.4. ld) 

v. Form and use prepositional phrases. (CCSS: L.4.le) vi. Use compound
subjects (Tom and Pat went to the store) and compound verbs (Harry
thought and worried about the things he said to Jane) to create sentence
fluency in writing

vi. Use compound subjects (Tom and Pat went to the store) and compound
verbs (Harry thought and worried about the things he said to Jane) to
create sentence fluency in writing

v11. Produce complete sentences, recognizing and correcting inappropriate 
fragments and run-ons. (CCSS: L.4. lf) 

vm. CoJTectly use frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; there, their). 
(CCSS: L.4. lg) 

g. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing. (CCSS: L.4.2)

i. Use correct capitalization. (CCSS: L.4. 2a)
u. Use commas and quotation marks to mark direct speech and quotations

from a text. (CCSS: L.4.2b)
111. Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction in a compound sentence.

(CCSS: L.4.2c)
1v. Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting references as needed. 

(CCSS: L.4.2d) 

Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 
Standard: 4. Research and Reasoning J. Comprehending new information for research is a 
process undertaken with discipline both alone and within groups 
Evidence Outcome: Students can 

a. Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of different
aspects of a topic. (CCSS: W.4.7)

i. Identify a topic and formulate open-ended research questions for further inquiry
and learning
ii. Present a brief report of the research findings to an audience

b. Recall relevant infortnation from experiences or gather relevant information from print
and digital sources; take notes and categorize information and provide a list of sources.
(CCSS: WA.8)

i. Identify relevant sources for locating information
iii. Gather infom1ation using a variety of resources (reference materials, trade
books, online resources, library databases, print and media resources)

Content Area: Scie:nce 
Standard: 2. Life Science 3. There is interaction and interdependence between and among living 
and nonliving components of ecosystems 
Evidence Outcome: Students can 

a. Use evidence to develop a scientific expla:nation on how organisms
adapt to their environment (DOK 1-3)

b. Identify components that make a habitat type unique (DOKl)



Lesson Objectives: 
Lesson 1: 

c. Compare and contrast different habitat types (DOK 2)
d. Create and evaluate models of the flow of nonliving components or

resources through an ecosystem (DOK 2-3)
e. Make a plan to positively impact a local ecosystem (DOK 2-4)
f. Examine, evaluate, question, and ethically use information from a

variety of sources and media to investigate endangered habitats
(DOK 1-2)

• Fourth grade students, individually, will be able to correctly define all three author's
purposes and provide text and non-text examples of each with the use of a graphic
organizer ("Easy as PIE") in their Reading Journal with 100% accuracy (by given
definitions).

• Fourth grade students, in small heterogeneous groups, will be able to accurately identify
author's purpose within text and non-text examples with 100% accuracy in peer
collaboration.

Lesson 2: 
• Fourth grade students, jn whole-group and individually, will be able to define persuasive

writing and differentiate it from informative and entertaining writing using text examples
with 100% accuracy.

• Fourth grade students will be able to individually define all three elements of persuasive
writing ("AIE") using prompting and an acronym (AJways Include Elephants) with 100%
accuracy.

• Fourth grade students, with a partner, will be able to coffectly identify/label all tlu-ee
elements of persuasive writing within text and non-text examples with 100% accuracy.

Lesson 3: 
• Fourth grade students, within whole-group, will be able to provide examples of

alternative forms of persuasive writing ( e.g. campaign speeches, persuasive letters,
commercials, and other advertisements) with prompting and peer collaboration with 80%
of students at grade level.

• Fourth grade students, in small heterogeneous groups, will be able to identify specific
persuasive writing characteristics and give reasons as to why they are effective
characteristics by using mentor texts with 80% of students at grade level.

Lesson 4: 
• Fourth grade students, within whole-group, will be able to recall alJ three (3) author's

purposes, three (3) elements of persuasive writing, and persuasive writing characteristics
with prompting and peer collaboration with 80% of students at grade level.

• Fourth grade students will be able to individually design/create a solution to the driving
question with prompting and whole-group discussion as they recall and consider the
interactions of nonliving and living components on their requirement sheet with 80% of
students at grade level.



Lesson 5: 
• Fourth grade students will be able to individually design/create a solution to the driving

question with prompting and whole-group discussion as they recall and consider the
interactions of nonliving and living components on their requirement sheet with 80% of
students at grade level.

• Fourth grade students will, individually, be able to reasonably defend their chosen
"audience, issue, and evidence" with previously gathered information with prompting and
open-ended questions with 80% of students at grade level.

Lesson 6: 
• Fourth grade students will be able to individually design/create a solution to the driving

question with prompting and whole-group discussion as they recall and consider the
interactions of nonliving and living components on their requirement sheet with 80% of
students at grade 1 evel.

• Fourth grade students will, individually, be able to reasonably defend their chosen
"audience, issue, and evidence" with prevjously gathered information with prompting and
open-ended questions with 80% of students at grade level.

Lesson 7: 
• Fourth grade students will, individually, be able to reasonably defend their chosen

"audience, issue, and evidence" with previously gathered information with prompting and
open-ended questions.

• Fourth grade students will be able to individually present their final projects (four-comer
style) and identify the persuasive characteristics of other chosen peers' projects.

Driving Question: How can we, as engineers, create a swtable and realistic solution for 
alternative/sustainable farming? 

Problem: Farmland is being built upon rapidly by encroaching developers resulting in less viable 
farmland for crop and animal production. 



Section 4: Assessment 

A formal pre-assessment will be given at the start of the unit and used to identify 
student's prior knowledge of persuasive writing. The data collected from will help to identify 
and address misconceptions of about persuasive writing. The results will drive unit mini-lessons. 
This pre�assessment is a compilation of seven questions totaling ten points. The test is composed 
of true or false, fill in the blank., and multiple-choice questions. The pre-assessment will be 
followed by student discussion. This exact pre-assessment will also be taken by students at the 
end of unit to show student progress/growth. 

Formative assessment helped to determine the direction in which to take my lessons. 
Formative assessment was taken by one-on-conferences, informal observations, and analysis of 
group discussion. The results of the many informal formative assessments indicated if any 
changes needed to be made in order to ensure the success of all individual learners. Formal 
assessments also helped to identify any, if at all, student misconceptions. Identifying these 
misconceptions helped to differentiate lessons to suit individual student needs. 

A formal summative assessment will be given at the. end of the unit to determine what the 
students have learned and assess growth. Students will be given a summative assessment which 
is identical to the pre-assessment. The uniformity in assessments will help to directly identify an 
average percentage of growth in the classroom. The pre- and post-assessments were based on 
objectives set in the unit, and the objective set in the unit were based 011 fourth-grade Colorado 
State standards. By correctly answering the questions presented on the pre- and post-assessment, 
students subsequently met the Reading, Writing, and Communicating fourth-grade Colorado 
State Standards. 

Unit Goal: 

This persuasive writing unit is to not only teach the organizational structure and elements 
of persuasive writing, but to also show the many alternative forms of which persuasive writing 
can take shape. The goal of this persuasive writing unit is to engage students in 
investigation/exploration, research, planning, and the presentation of their own alternative 
persuasive text they have created. These goals are well aligned with the fourth grade Colorado 
Academic Standards set by the Colorado Department of Education. 

Along with exploring different types of persuasive text, students will recall their scientific 
knowledge of ecosystems and aquaponics. Fourth grade students will also be able to individually 
design/create a solution to the driving question with prompting and whole-group discussion as 
they recall and consider the interactions of nonliving and living components. These fourth-grade 
students will, individually, be able to reasonably defend their chosen "audience, issue, and 
evidence" with previously gathered informatioh with prompting and open-ended questions. 
Simultaneously, students will be creating a closed-loop cyc1e aqua.ponies environment in a 
separate science unit. In close relation with this science unit, students will individually design, 
and present, advertisements (alternative persuasive writing text) to display their creation. 



Lesson Plans: 

Lesson 1 F ebruarv 13, 2018 

Academic Standards (4th Qfade) 
Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 

Standard: 3. Writing and Composition 1. The recursive writing process is used to create a 
variety ofliterary genres for an intended audience 
Evidence Outcomes: Students can 

a. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and
information. (CCSS: W.4.1)

. . .

Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create anlll.

organizational structure in which related ideas are grouped to support
the writer's purpose. (CCSS: W.4. 1 a)

Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 
Standard: 4. Research and Reasoning 1. Comprehending new information for research is a 
process undertaken with discipline both alone and within groups 
Evidence Outcome: Students can 

a. Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of
different aspects of a topic. (CCSS: W.4.7)

i. Identify a topic and formulate open-ended research questions for further
inauirv and learning

Specific Objectives to Attain Learning Goals 
Fourth grade students, individually, will be able to correctly define all three author's purposes 
and provide text and non-text examples of each with the use of a graphic organizer ("Easy as 
PIE") in their Reading Journal with 100% accuracy (by given definitions). 
Fourth grade students, in small heterogeneous groups, will be able to accurately identify 
author's purpose within text and non-text examples with 100% accuracy in oeer collaboration. 
Materials Needed 

• Student reading journals
• Easy as PIE graphic organizer
• Author's Purpose PowerPoint
• Mentor texts (1 persuasive story, l informational story, 1 entertaining story), students

will be placed in three groups of 6-7 students
Logistics 

• Students will take notes in Reading Journal on a graphic organizer
• Students will practice applying taught techniques by identifying the author's purpose

of three different mentor texts
Motivational Techniques (Engagement Stage) 

• Begin by posing the following questions to students (whole-group): "Who is an
author?" and "What does an author do?" Accept and discuss student answers.

• Identify and address student misconceptions. Answer student questions .



Procedures for Lesson (Investigation Stage) 
• Project "Author's Purpose" PowerPoint and go through each slide. Discuss the 3

author's purposes. Make clear the 3 author's purposes (persuade, infonn, and entertain)
can be easily remembered with the acronym PIE. Provide text and non-text examples.
Invite students to share their own examples.

• Pass out "Easy as PIE" graphic organizer. Have students cut out the graphic organizer .
Fill out each part of the organizer together. Paste into student readingjourna1. Have
students open to the next available page in their reading journal.

Closure 
• Team Shake - 3 groups of 7 or 8 students
• Have students work in their heterogeneous groups to identify the author's purpose in

three mentor text paragraphs
Homework/ Assi grunents!Extension Activities 

• Homework - n/a
• Assignments - informal text research
• Extension Activity - identify author's purpose during DEAR

Assessment 
Informal Observation 

Criteria 1 -Demonstrates 2-Demonstrates 3 - Demonstrates 
frequently most of the time infrequently 

Can recall and define 3 correct 2 correct 0-1 correct
all pieces of the PIE 

Can identify all 6 correct 4-5 correct 0-3 correct
pieces of PIE in text 

examples 
Can identify all 3 correct 2 correct 0-1 correct

pieces of PIE in non-
text examples 

Adaptations 
• ELLs -a11 students speak English fluently and there is no concern for language barriers
• SPED - hold to the same accountability as other students, but give access to more work

time
• GTs -identify author's purpose during DEAR, have students keep a running journal of

found purposes in text, have students explain why each text fits the piece of the PIE
they chose

Resources 
• Cobb, Erin. Interactive Reading Notebooks: Informational Text, Lesson 4: Author's

Purpose (PIE -3 Purpose Version) Activity 1. 2003. Imlovinlit.blogspot.com
• Colorado Department of Education_ 4th Grade Standards -Reading, Writing, and

Comm uni cati ng
• Colorado Department of Education -4th Grade Standards - Life Science
• "Free Grade-Level Student Writing Models." K-12 Thoughtful Learning,

k 12. thoughtfulleami ng. com/resources/studentmodel s#Grade 4.



Adopting a Pet from the Pound 

Owning a pet from the pound or Animal Rescue League has many advantages. First 

of all, a child feels good about rescuing an abandoned or abused animal and giving it a whole 

new life. Besides, if the animals from the pound aren't adopted right away, they might be put to 

sleep. Having a pet also means lots of responsibilities. A child has to feed, clean up after, brush, 

and exercise the pet. 

Another great advantage of having a pet from the pound is the price of these cute 

and cuddly animals. Pets from the pound cost a lot less than pets at a fancy pet store, which can 

cost hundreds of dollars. 

Once you adopt a pet from the Animal Rescue League, it will quickly become a part 

of your family. If you are thinking of adopting a pet, you might consider choosing a dog or a cat. 

Dogs and cats can bring lots of happy times to a family, and they can be excellent companions 

for a person who lives alone or someone who has lost a loved one. Dogs are also a wonderful 

source of protection. Cats are funny, and they may help to calm people down when they are 

sad or mad. 

Please consider adopting an animal. If you remember all of the advantages of 

adopting a pet from the pound, you might find the bird, mouse, hamster, dog, or cat of your 

choice. 



The Haunted House 

Have you ever been trick-or-treating when you came upon an old house and 

wanted to explore it? Well, I'll tell you a story about five kids, Jake, Zach, John, Bob, and Sean
1 

who did it. 

They were trick-or-treating in their neighborhood, going door-to-door, when they 

came upon an old house. "Let's go in," Sean said. Everybody said they would. They started up 

the walk. The grass was overgrown, and there were a couple of broken windows. They got to 

the door, and it opened by itself. They went inside. They had flashlights with them, so they 

turned them on. The house was covered in cobwebs. 

They saw a sign that said, ''Beware," and it was pointing up to the second floor. 

They dedded to go upstairs. When they got there, they saw a hallway with three rooms. One 

room had an old bed and a dresser. The second room was a bathroom. The third room was a 

sitting room. 

When they entered the third room, someone said, 11 Hello. 11 All the boys screamed 

and ran downstairs. When they were at the door, the voice said
1 

"Don't you guys want some 

candy?" They turned around and saw a man with candy standing in the hallway. 

They ran as fast as they could to Bob's house. When they got there, they described 

the man to Bob's mom. She said, "That sounds like Mr. Craig. He lived there when I was a kid, 

but he died 30 years ago." 



Cheetahs 

You should never race a cheetah. Do you know why? Because you'll always lose. 

That's because cheetahs are very fast runners. They can run up to 75 miles per hour. 

The cheetah gets its food by running. But sometimes the lion takes over and grabs 

the food. That's mean! 

Cheetahs are carnivores. That means they eat meat. Their prey are gazelles and 

rodents. The cheetah lives and finds food in Africa. 

The cheetah and the lion eat each other. If the cheetah is weaker, the lion eats the 

cheetah, and it's the same with the other. 

The cheetah has up to three to five babies. The cheetah has larger litters than other 

cats, but on average only two cubs live into adulthood. 

Cheetahs are amazing. I hope you like cheetahs. I know I do! 
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Lesson 2 Februarv 14, 2018 

Academic Standards ( 4th !!fade) 

Content Area: Reading
1 
Writing, and Communicating 

Standard: 3. Writing and Composition I. The recursive writing process is used to create a 
variety of literary genres for an intended audience 
Evidence Outcomes: Students can 

b. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and
information. (CCSS: W.4.1)

1v. Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an 
organizational structure in which related ideas are grouped to support 
the writer's purpose. (CCSS: W.4. ·1 a) 

v. Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details. (CCSS: W.4. lb)

Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 
Standard: 3. Writing and Composition 2. lnformational and persuasive texts use the recursive 
writing process 
Evidence Outcomes: Students can 

a. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and
information clearly. (CCSS: W.4.2)

Content Area: Reading, Writing, and Communicating 
Standard: 4. Research and Reasoning 1. Comprehending new information for research is a 
process undertaken with discipline both alone and within groups 
Evidence Outcome: Students can 

a. Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of
different aspects of a topic. (CCSS: W.4.7)

i. Identify a topic and formulate open-ended research questions for further
inquiry and learning

Specific Obiectives to Attain Learning Goals 
Fourth grade students, in whole-group and individually, will be able to define persuasive 
writing and differentiate it from informative and entertaining writing using text examples with 
100% accuracy. 
Fourth grade students will be able to individually define all three elements of persuasive 
writing ("AIE") using prompting and an acronym (Always Include Elephants) with 100% 
accuracy. 
Fourth grade students, with a. partner, will be able to correctly identify/label all three elements 
of persuasive writing within text and non-text examoles. 
Materials Needed 

• Persuasive Writing PowerPoint
• 23 copies of "A Western Colony" by Nathan Meeker
• 23 copies of "Persuasive Writing Pre-assessment''



Logistics 
• Students will take the persuasive unit pre-assessment
• Students will take notes in reading journal (identifying and defining the three elements

of persuasive writing)
• Students will applv learned techniques to a persuasive newspaper article

Motivational Techniques ffingagement Stage) 
• Formal Pre-assessment: have students complete the persuasive writing pre-assessment

independent! v
Procedures for Lesson (Investiimtion Stage) 

• Project "Persuasive Writing" PowerPoint. Accept and discuss student answers .
• Identify and address student misconceptions. Answer student questions .
• In whole-group, create an acronym to help students remember the three elements of

persuasive writing (Audience, Issue, and Evidence)
• Pass out the mentor text, "A Western Colony" written by Nathan Meeker. Have

students identify the audience, issue, and evidence (with different colors of marker,
pen, or colored pencil). Students may work independently or in groups of no more than
2 to complete the assignment.

Closure 
• Reconvene as whole-class. Share identified elements of persuasive writing. Identify

and correct any student misconceptions. Answer student questions.
Homework/ Assigom ents/Extensi on Activities 

• Homework -n/a
• Assignment- "A Western Colony" by Nathan Meeker
• Extension Activities -identify the three elements of persuasive writing in

advertisements at home
Assessment 
Formal Assessment 

Criteria 1 - Demonstrates 2 - Demonstrates 3 -Demonstrates 
freauently most of the time infrea uently 

Percentage Correct 100% correct 70% - 90% correct 0% - 60% correct 
L/10) 

Adaptations 
• ELLs - all students speak English fluently and there is no concern for language barriers
• SPED- while students read independently, read to student #11, as she answers

questions, ask her to justify why she chose the answers she chose
• GTs-identify the three elements of persuasive writing in advertisements at home,

have them bring examples from home

Resources 
• Colorado Department of Education -4th Grade Standards - Reading, Writing, and

Communicating
• Colorado Department of Education -4th Grade Standards - Life Science
• Meeker, Nathan Cook. "A Western Colonv." New York Dailv Tribune. 4 Dec. 1869 .



New-York Daily Tribune 

A Western Colony 

By Nathan Cook Meeker 

I propose to unite with proper persons in the establishment of a 

colony in Colorado Territory. 

A location which I have seen is well watered with streams and 

springs, there are beautiful pine groves, the soil is rich, the climate is 

healthful, grass will keep the stock year-round, coal and stone are 

plentiful, and a well-traveled road runs through the property. The land is 

either subject to entry under the homestead law, or it has not yet been 

brought into market, but it can be settled upon without other cost than 

$18 for 160 acres. In addition, the Rocky Mountains scenery is the 

grandest and most enchanting in America. I have never seen a place 

which presents so many advantages and opportunities. 
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Student Number:------------

Persuasive Writing Pre-Assessment 

1. Circle the best sentence to show persuasive writing

a. Once upon a time

b. The teacher taught the students

c. You cannot live without this item

2. Persuasive writing should tell a story

a. True

b. False

3. You need at least three (3) strong reasons when trying to persuade someone to do

somethingJ with supporting evidence

a. True

b. False

4. Match the word to the phrase

___ Famous person or celebrity

___ Colorful flyers and eye-catching 

commercials 

___ Special sales, promotions, 

and offers 

a. Bright ways to attract people to your

product

b. Using monetary enticement to draw in

customers

c. Using someone well-known and popular

to promote your product
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Adaptations 

ELLs - all students speak English fluently and there is no concern for language barriers 
SPED -accept verbal, instead of written, list of persuasive characteristics in alternative texts 
GTs - In addition to identifying persuasive characteristics, GTs will explain why they are 
persuasive (ethos, pathos, or logos) 

Resources 
• Colorado Department of Education -4th Grade Standards-Reading, Writing, and

Communicating
• Colorado Department of Education_ 4th Grade Standards-Life Science
• Mentor Text Resources: Garcia, Logan. "Noteworthy Commercials." Logan Garcia,

Logan Garcia www.logan.xvzJnoteworthv-commercials/.
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